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Abstract Precision agriculture provides important issues toward a more sustainable
agriculture. Many farmers have the necessary technology to operate site-specifically, but
they do not use it in practice, and thus available information and communications technology (ICT) systems are not used to their full potential. This paper addresses how to
reduce the so-called ‘‘problem of implementation’’, based on the knowledge that participatory approaches during the design and development process is one of the most important
factors to frame technology adoption. The development of sustainable ICT systems
through theories and methodologies from the fields of human computer interaction and
user-centered design (UCD) is presented and an ongoing Swedish project for development
of an agricultural decision support system (AgriDSS) for nitrogen fertilization is used as an
example to frame the issue. The overreaching aim is to develop AgriDSSs that are sustainable in design as well as through design by stressing the importance of participatory
approaches for the successful development of AgriDSSs. The Swedish project has the
intention to apply a UCD approach, and some pitfalls on starting to use this way of working
is identified as well as some suggestions on how to reduce them through co-learning
processes. Despite the challenges presented in this paper, ICT can contribute significantly
to long-term sustainable development. Thus, several competences and scientific disciplines
need to act in concert to help develop a sustainable development of agriculture via a
transdisciplinary approach that can make an impact on society at many levels.
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Introduction
The challenges facing agriculture are immense—the agricultural sector is supposed to fulfil
several goals and societal values simultaneously (e.g., increased food production, preserving and developing cultural heritage, biodiversity, climate change and recreational
values), while at the same time being both sustainable and economically viable on a longterm basis (EU SCAR 2012). Sustainable development has famously been characterized
with the wording of the Brundtland Commission (World Commission on Environment and
Development 1987) as ‘‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs’’ (Huang et al. 2009). The
sustainability discourse is commonly based on the idea of three overlapping areas, or pillars,
covering environment, economy, and social development (Boström 2012). A generic path to
sustainability is to stimulate people to change towards more sustainable practices and
behaviours, irrespective of whether it concerns. Environmental sustainability, for example,
is concerned with aspects such as renewable resources, reduction of pollution, finding
substitutes for non-renewable resources, and sustainable land-use (e.g., Aubert et al. 2012;
Daly 1990). A commonly used concept in agricultural research is sustainable intensification, which has the overreaching goal to increase food production from existing farmland
while minimizing the pressure on the environment (Garnett et al. 2013). Briefly stated, the
concept can be considered as a response to the challenges of the increasing demand for food,
feed and energy from a growing global population, in a world where the natural resources
are overexploited and used unsustainably. Therefore it has been stated that efforts to ‘intensify’ biomass production have to be properly aligned to making the process ‘sustainable’,
otherwise the capacity to produce food, feed and energy in the future will be undermined
and subsequently may fail (e.g., Caron et al. 2014a, b; Halberg et al. 2015).
At the very core of all changes towards a more sustainable agriculture are the individual
decision-makers as the decisions of each farmer will have positive or negative effects on
sustainable intensification (Matthews et al. 2008; Van Meensel et al. 2012). In the agricultural sector, it is the farmers who have to transform facts and figures into daily work
practices. It has also been argued that an appropriate way to address sustainability aspects
in design of interactive technology is to focus on everyday practices and routines (Pierce
et al. 2013). Information and communications technology (ICT) is spreading into almost
every aspect of people’s daily lives, and hence it must integrate sustainability aspects into
applications used by people, e.g., features that can stimulate change in practices and
behaviours. An important component is decision supporting ICT systems as a mediator in
this context, commonly referred to decision support systems (DSS). A DSS is an ICT
system that supports either a single decision-maker or a group of decision-makers in
making more effective decisions when dealing with unstructured or semi-structured
problems (Alenljung 2008). A DSS can either support the decision maker in an on-going
decision situation or it can prepare the decision-maker to perform better in the future
through decision training (Alenljung 2008).
It is argued by several researchers that agricultural DSS (AgriDSS) can contribute
significantly to long-term sustainable development, but yet the role of AgriDSS as both an
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actor and a solution within sustainable development is receiving only limited attention in
current research (e.g., Aubert et al. 2012; Korte et al. 2012, 2013). Properly designed, an
AgriDSS can promote and scaffold environmentally sustainable lifestyles and decisions of
humans (e.g., Hanks et al. 2008; Susi et al. 2015). However, current AgriDSS available to
farmers are not used to their full potential and are not adapted to the trade-offs and high
complexity characterizing farmers’ decision making (e.g., Eastwood et al. 2012; Mackrell
et al. 2009; Van Meensel et al. 2012). This has been called the ‘‘problem of implementation’’ (e.g., Mackrell et al. 2009; Matthews et al. 2008; Rossi et al. 2014) within the
agricultural domain. The uptake and acceptance are low, partly because existing AgriDSS
are based on what scientists and ICT system developers consider as necessary knowledge
that should be implemented in the decision support, but in reality they fail to capture the
tacit knowledge and practical needs of farmers. Other reasons for the low adoption rate of
AgriDSS by farmers are, e.g., a perceived problem of complexity, lack of observability,
level of knowledge of the users, lack of confidence, poor user interface design, tedious data
input requirements, low adaptation to the farm situation, no frequent information update,
lack of incentive to learn and adopt new practices, and the fear of replacing advisors (e.g.,
Eastwood et al. 2012; Kerr 2004; Rossi et al. 2014; Van Meensel et al. 2012). Thus, there is
an obvious gap between research and practice that McCown et al. (2009) define as the ‘‘gap
of relevance’’ which has to be bridged, or at least decreased.
Precision agriculture (PA) plays an important role in a sustainable intensification, and it
is recognized as a contributor to farming efficiency and environmentally friendly farming
practices. Briefly stated, PA is a management concept based on observing, measuring and
responding to intra-field variability in crops. PA technology allows crop farmers to recognize variations in the fields and to apply variable rate treatments with a much finer
degree of precision than earlier possible. The emergence of PA technology represents a
paradigm shift in farming practices: it permits the consideration of the field as a heterogeneous entity that allows for selective treatment instead of a homogenous entity that is
treated equally (Aubert et al. 2012). However, the common practice among many crop
farmers and their advisors is to regard the fields as homogenous entities leads to suboptimal treatment, which often results in an over- or under-supply of fertilizers and pesticides. Sub-optimal treatment results in considerable costs for farmers and constitutes a
major source of environmental pollution, which in the long run does not contribute to
sustainable agriculture (Aubert et al. 2012).
In order to perform adequate PA, credible and usable AgriDSS are needed. It should be
pointed out that the single unifying predictor of success or failure of an AgriDSS, which
has been put forth by multiple authors, is the extent to which the end users are involved in
the ICT system development process. The necessity of a user-centered design (UCD)
approach has been stressed by, e.g., EIP-Agri Focus group report (2015), Cerf et al. (2012),
Măruşter et al. (2008a, b), Matthews et al. (2008), Thorburn et al. (2011), and Van Meensel
et al. (2012). User-centered design is an approach within the field of human–computer
interaction (HCI), aiming to develop and adapt the ICT system based on the users’ needs as
well as the context of use, rather than forcing the users to change their behavior to
accommodate to the ICT system from a top-down perspective (e.g., Benyon 2014; Dix
et al. 2004; Hartson and Pyla 2012; Preece et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 2011). Major
shortcomings of today’s AgriDSS are a consequence of a lack of understanding of farmers’
decision-making in practice as well as their actual needs. These shortcomings need to be
addressed in order to accomplish an AgriDSS that considerably facilitates sustainable
agriculture in general and PA in particular, aiming for a sustainable intensification (Caronet et al. 2014a, b).
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Hence, several competences, approaches and scientific disciplines need to act in concert
to help develop a sustainable agriculture; since the overall trend in agriculture is towards a
more complex, technologically-based crop production with increasing regulation and
supervision regarding the use of fertilizers, pesticides and other chemicals (e.g., Rossi et al.
2014). Hanks et al. (2008) point out the importance of sustainability for design, focusing on
sustainable design (SD) which is the perspective that sustainability can and should have a
central focus within UCD and HCI. The focus in SD has since then centered on the dual
link between environmental sustainability and ICT by addressing both sustainability
through design—how ICT can be used to promote more sustainable behaviors, and sustainability in design—how sustainability can be the governing principle of the design
process of the ICT systems themselves (e.g., Hanks et al. 2008; Issa and Isaias 2015).
The paper aims to investigate and discuss ‘‘the problem of implementation’’ and the
related ‘‘gap of relevance’’ from a more sustainable trajectory as well as identifying pros
and cons in the shift of ICT system design methodology, from a more technology-centred
approach to a more user-centred approach in the design, implementation and diffusion of
an AgriDSS for computation of variable-rate application (VRA) files for nitrogen fertilization. This paper uses precision agriculture Sweden (POS) AgriDSS development process as an illustrative case to raise these issues, being influenced by an abductive approach
(Thagard and Shelley 1997). This provides us with an opportunity to address this process
from two different, but complementary perspectives. On the one hand, the agricultural
perspective addresses ideas regarding what kind of AgriDSS farmers may need in PA in
order to further develop sustainable intensification. On the other hand, the HCI perspective
that addresses generic ICT system development methodologies that provide various kinds
of user-centred approaches, but lack in-depth experience of the agricultural domain. Both
perspectives put sustainability high on the research agenda, and want to reduce the
‘‘problem of implementation’’ and decrease the ‘‘gap of relevance’’ through insuring high
usability, i.e., adapting the AgriDSS to the end users’ and stakeholders’ needs and goals,
and the possibility of reaching satisfied users and AgriDSS success increases significantly.
The target group for this work is researchers and other stakeholders who have noticed
problems in the process of implementing new technology, such as AgriDSSs, in agricultural practice.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The background section provides
some identified failures and success factors in AgriDSS that motivates and frames the
topics discussed in this paper. Secondly, it briefly presents some experiences from Sweden
regarding design and development of PA technology with the focus on optimizing the use
of nitrogen in farming practices. The next sections present sustainable ICT, and introduce
the concepts of HCI, UCD methodology and how to handle the challenge of the ‘‘problem
of implementation’’. Next, some beginners’ pitfalls in applying UCD/PD methods and
some suggestions on how to reduce them are outlined. The paper ends with a discussion
and some conclusions.

Identified failures and success factors in AgriDSS
Many researchers have viewed the development of new AgriDSSs as possibilities for
providing scientific knowledge and information to farmers with the aim of increasing
sustainability and facilitate innovation (e.g., Fountas et al. 2005; McCown et al. 2009;
Thorburn et al. 2011). During the last 30 years, research and development has produced a
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large number of AgriDSSs, but most of them have not been used appropriately in practice
(e.g., Aubert et al. 2012; Eastwood et al. 2012; Korte et al. 2012, 2013; Mackrell et al.
2009; Matthews et al. 2008; McCown 2002; Rossi et al. 2014; Van Meensel et al. 2012).
Aubert et al. (2012), for example, claim that factors influencing the adoption of innovations
are tightly linked to work practices that are more complex than just the mere perspectives
of technology acceptance or diffusion of innovations, while Fountas et al. (2005) point out
that time requirement, lack of technical knowledge and cost are the most important
impediments in the implementation of AgriDSS in PA. One central failure issue is the fact
that researchers often focus on one specific area or problem, while the farmers must have a
holistic view of the crop production with a wide range of problems (Rossi et al. 2014). Van
Meensel et al. (2012) also point out that some AgriDSSs are too complex, and their
terminology and functions are not adapted and are irrelevant to the intended users and their
activities and context of use. The AgriDSSs are often developed as a result of technology
push instead of a request grounded in a defined problem or an expressed need. A related
explanation for this is that common technology acceptance models fail to take public
resources, such as the environment, into account when analyzing the adoption of ICT
systems (Melville 2010). Thus, there is an obvious gap between research and practice (e.g.,
Mackrell et al. 2009; McCown et al. 2009). Concerning the ‘‘problem of implementation’’,
various explanations for the low adaption rate of AgriDSSs have been put forward, ranging
from individual characteristics of farms, farmer’s age and education level, resource
availability, ease of use, and experienced usefulness to farmer’s risk management attitude
(e.g., Aubert et al. 2012; Pierpaoli et al. 2013) as well as high costs in investment and
learning (e.g., Kutter et al. 2011). Two reasons that are explicitly stressed are how well the
farmers perceive the PA technology as ‘useful’ and its ‘ease of use’ (e.g., Aubert et al.
2012; Pierpaoli et al. 2013). Lack of relevant standards and poor compatibility between
different equipment, have for instance strong negative influence on the ease of use. The
effort to develop user profiles of prospective end-users and their length of experience
working with PA technology, as well as the length and frequency of using basic and
advanced features of several AgriDSS, are factors that may have an impact on the ease of
use. Hence, one major identified reason for the ‘‘problem of implementation’’ is the normative way of developing new technology without considerations of the actual needs of the
end-users (e.g., Leeuwis 2004; McCown 2002, 2005; McCown et al. 2009).
The lack of knowledge about farmers’ decision-making in practice is another reason for
the failure of a transition toward sustainability. Existing research on how decisions are
made, on which grounds and by which means, is based on overly rationalistic assumptions
rather than on empirical data from decision-making processes in real-life settings (e.g.,
Gray et al. 2009; McCown 2005; Parker and Sinclair 2001; Öhlmér 2001; Öhlmér et al.
1998), though there are some exceptions (e.g., Bradford 2009; Lindblom and Lundström
2014; Lindblom et al. 2013). Success factors are, e.g., the level of involvement and trust
that farmers’ experience (Ljung and Källström 2013; Ljung et al. 2014), why over the last
two decades it has become widely accepted that participatory approaches to sustainable
land management may deliver additional benefits over non-participatory initiatives. The
identified need to revise the study of decision-making of farmers toward more naturalistic
decision-making models has taken initial steps. In other words, there seems to be a lack of
knowledge concerning farmers’ daily practices. The results from empirical studies of
farmers’ decision-making processes in practice show the potential usefulness of AgriDSS
for agriculture (Lindblom and Lundström 2014; Lindblom et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, a well-designed AgriDSS is a useful tool for the ongoing transfer of
scientific knowledge and ‘‘best practices’’ within the field of agriculture. Parker and
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Sinclair (2001), for example, claim that the single unifying predictor of success or failure
of an AgriDSS is the extent to which users are involved and participate in design and
development process. Moreover, Jakku and Thorburn (2010) as well as Van Meensel et al.
(2012) stress the importance of participatory approaches for the successful development of
AgriDSSs as well as the role and relevance of social learning by the stakeholders involved
in the participatory AgriDSS development process. From this perspective, the lack of HCI,
UCD and participatory approaches is the core of the identified ‘‘problems of implementation’’ of most AgriDSSs. Hence, there is a need to develop AgriDSS that simultaneously
enables farmers to get access to the best knowledge available, while at the same time
involving them in the design process of developing the AgriDSS. In other words, a sustainable agriculture is crucially dependent on sustainable ICT systems and UCD
methodologies.

Experiences from Sweden
The technological development in PA has been rapid since the 90s, while a wide-ranging
implementation and practical use of the technology has been much slower. Many farmers
buy new machinery with built-in functions for variable measures and PA technology,
without actually using it. This can be illustrated by the following quote from one of the
farmer’s involved in an ongoing project related to POS: ‘‘That is the situation nowadays …
you have a lot of technology, but you don’t use it … either is it a question of interest or
knowledge … often there is a lot of technology in a machine that you don’t need … and a
lot of people do not use it … far from’’. In the late 1990s the Yara N-sensor was introduced
on the Swedish market. Initially few farmers, some working as subcontractors, embraced
the N-sensor technology; while the majority of farmers, advisers as well as the authorities
remained rather passive, despite a continuous promotion of the technology in the farming
press, exhibitions and by manufacturers. It had support from the manufacturers and distributors but there were few field experiments to secure reliability about the benefit of the
N-sensor technology from the start. Still the Yara N-sensor is an apparatus difficult to fully
evaluate on individual fields without field experiments. Nevertheless, in 2015 most
Swedish farmers have heard about the Yara N-sensor and during the season 2015, it has
been estimated that approximately 130 Yara N-sensors are in practical use on Swedish
farms. The growing condition was very favorable for cereals in 2015 with high yield
potential and a high nitrogen demand to secure baking quality (i.e., protein content). Many
farmers and advisor did not notice this increased N-demand until after harvest! However,
fields fertilized with VRA based on N-sensor showed higher N-content both in wheat for
milling and malting barley (pers. com. K Nissen Yara AB Sweden). The dominating
Swedish flour mill claims that VRA of fertilizer is a necessity for production of wheat with
the right quality for flour (http://www.kungsornen.se/).
The Yara N-sensor detects the status of nitrogen and biomass of plants by measuring
canopy reflectance in parts of the red and near infrared electromagnetic spectrum (Link
et al. 2002). The obtained spectral information is combined with a fertilizing algorithm
which allows site-specific nitrogen fertilization within a field. Lammel et al. (2001) point
out that the Yara N-sensor is valuable to avoid over- and under fertilization within a field
resulting in increased yield, decreased lodging and more homogenous ripening. Other
researchers accentuate that usage of the N-sensor only have resulted in small differences in
yield (Berntsen and Thomsen et al. 2006; Jørgensen et al. 2006) and Zillmann et al. (2006)
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point out that the N-sensor technology work when nitrogen is the main growth-limiting
factor. The usage of Yara N-sensor reduces nitrogen leaching if areas with lower
requirements for nitrogen fertilization within the field can be identified (Delin and Stenberg
2014). Thus, the N-sensor technology could have benefits for farmers as well as for a more
sustainable society in the long run. It has been recognized by stakeholders in the Swedish
farming community that growers where crop quality and payment is strongly linked to the
nitrogen content, such as malting barley and bread wheat, or where soil mineralization
ability varies greatly for example due to high manure supply or variation in soil type, have
the most important potential benefit of the N-sensor technology.
Generally speaking, most farmers realize that yield varies within a field as well as the
amplitude of the variation can vary a lot between different fields. In theory, farmers should
not have any problems to grasp the usefulness of the Yara N-sensor. Nevertheless many
farmers do not use variable nitrogen application. The reasons could be higher costs, extra
work, doubts of the credibility or cost-benefit. In fact, not even in special crops, for
example in potatoes, where varied fertilization has been shown to provide a direct added
value due to a better quality, the technology has been broader adapted.
In the early 2000 different assisted steering systems, such as auto steering, were
introduced on the Swedish market. ICT systems as auto steering or guiding systems are
intended to decrease overlaps, working hours, reduce energy consumption and facilitating
new farming concepts such as controlled traffic. At least some of those described advantages are both easy to understand and become obvious just by watching the use of the
technology in action, i.e., they provide momentary visual feedback in the fields. Farmers’
interest has been comprehensive from the beginning and these PA technologies reached
high popularity directly after being launched. The experience of the implementation of
those straight forward PA applications is shared in Germany (Busse et al. 2014) as well as
in Central and Northern Europe, the USA and Australia (EIP-Agri Focus group report
2015). It should be pointed out that compared to the Yara N-sensor, using a steering system
also requires new technological knowledge by the farmer, but the two systems do demand
slightly different kinds of decision making support. The Yara N-Sensor requires data input
of expected yield and fertilizer need at the reference site, while the steering system only
requires making an operative decision concerning the distance to the next track. A steering
system in a tractor or harvester has a few obvious pedagogical benefits compared to the
Yara N-sensor in providing an understanding of the environmental and economic consequences of the actions done, the immediate effects that can be experienced while driving
the tractor in the field. The performance of straight lines and the avoidance of double runs
or missing rows are obvious and immediate results for the farmer. The farmer’s immediate
senses of the obtained advantages of the N-sensor compared with the assisted steering
technologies thus differ. Payne et al. (2016) described nine extension strategies for technology adoption dependent on the kind of technology that would be adopted, from technology push to co-development strategies. Technologies that fit with the technology push
strategy is characterized by non-complex issues, observable impacts, high compatibility
and easy to implement, while more complex technologies without immediately observable
benefits and difficulties in testing and implementation do instead need co-development
strategies in order to be adopted. This is probably a central explanation to the differences
between the adoptions of auto-steering systems compared with the Yara N-sensor.
An alternative to optimize the use of nitrogen is the AgriDSS named CropSAT (http://
www.cropsat.se/), developed by POS during the years 2013–2014. CropSAT uses satellite
images for calculation of a vegetation index (Qi et al. 1994) for computation of VRA files
for nitrogen fertilization in cereals. The vegetation index in CropSAT is correlated to
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measurements done with the Yara N-sensor (Söderström et al. 2015). In order to utilize
CropSAT, the user starts the application on the internet, marks a field in a Google Earth
application and the vegetation index from a chosen satellite image is calculated and shown
on the marked field in Google Earth. To get a VRA file the user must decide on five levels
of nitrogen amount related to the vegetation index (see Fig. 1). When the five levels are set
a VRA file for the actual field can be calculated (see Fig. 2) and transferred to a spreader
by an USB memory stick. The recommendation is that the user goes out into the field and
verifies the nitrogen levels by measurements of absolute N-status with a so-called Spadmeter (https://www.konicaminolta.eu/en/measuring-instruments/products/colour-measure
ment/chlorophyll-meter/spad-502plus/introduction.html) or just verifying the need of
additional N with his or her own experience and knowledge about canopy greenness and
N-status. During 2015 a high-fidelity prototype of CropSAT was available on the internet,
free to use due to funding by the Swedish Board of Agriculture. Farmers and advisors have
shown a considerable interest in CropSAT. CropSAT could be seen as an alternative to the
N-sensor, but with lower resolution. CropSAT enables direct observation of the within filed
variation in canopy status which seems very interesting for the farmers taking part in
ongoing project related to POS. So far, however, it has been pointed out by farmers that the
procedure/process of setting the five levels of nitrogen amounts seems to be more complicated than expected, and needs to be studied further.
The above described PA technologies have had different impact on the Swedish market.
The Yara N-sensor was launched in the 90s, represented an investment for the user in both
learning and cost resulting in a new kind of decision making support equipment in order to
governing fertilization. Steering systems was launched on the Swedish market in early
2000 and was rather quickly adapted broadly. This was probably due to the obvious
advantages in cost reductions as well as easily and momentary produced instruction for
VRA of N. It should be stressed that it is too early to evaluate the market penetration reply
of the CropSAT technology. The fact that a significant number of farmers already have the
technology needed to use the CropSAT technology, it is free of charge and free to use,
funded and paid by Greppa Näringen (an advisory service funded by the Swedish government and EU through the Swedish Board of Agriculture) might be important aspects for
its availability and impact. Hopefully it can contribute to lowering the barriers of entrance
to VRA of N and have positive impact on Swedish farmers’ usage of PA technology. Of
major importance for the future impact is whether or not it is perceived as credible and
useful for the farmers’ work practices impact is whether or not it is perceived as credible
and useful for the farmers’ work practices and in comparison with the Yara N-sensor, and
to what extent the CropSAT system is considered sustainable through design remains to be
evaluated.

Sustainable ICT: increased farmer participation through the application
of HCI and UCD methodology
Ideally, the endeavour for sustainable development should permeate all human activity,
and since ICT is a pervading element in most people’s lives (at least in wealthier countries), ICT plays an important role in this effort (Susi et al. 2015). The issue of designing
ICT systems for human use, including a sustainability perspective, is receiving increased
attention in ICT related research. In terms of the design and implementation of sustainable
ICT solutions, the wording of the Brundtland definition has been reinterpreted to address
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Fig. 1 Variation in vegetation index calculated by the AgriDSS CropSAT (http://www.cropsat.se) from a
satellite image and visualized on a chosen field in Google Earth. Five levels of nitrogen application are set
and can be used as a basis for calculations of a VRA

current challenges. A sustainable ICT system is, for example, characterized by longevity,
simplicity, accessibility, responsiveness, and adaptability (Misund and Høiberg 2003). In
particular, there is an increasing need for ICT studies with demonstrable impact on mitigating the threats to environmental sustainability (e.g., vom Brocke et al. 2013; Malhotra
et al. 2013). The development and deployment of future sustainable agriculture requires
acquisition, application and adaptation of knowledge, with the support of appropriate ICT
systems (Dutta et al. 2014). Hence, the primary role of ICT systems within sustainable
development is to create and communicate action possibilities for sense-making and sustainable practicing (Seidel et al. 2013).

Sustainability through design
To account for this need for sustainability in future deployments, Sustainable ICT Systems
have been put forward as a new direction within the banner of ICT research, and for
instance, e.g., in fields like HCI, and its subfields UCD, sustainable interaction design
(SID) and sustainable design (SD) (e.g., DiSalvo et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2009; Håkansson
and Sengers 2013; Issa and Isaias 2015; Pierce et al. 2013; Pink et al. 2013).
This paper directly acknowledge the dual link between environmental sustainability and
ICT by addressing both (1) sustainability through design—how ICT can be used to promote more sustainable behaviors, and (2) sustainability in design—how sustainability can
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Fig. 2 The VRA file applied to a Google Earth map, ready to be saved on a USB memory stick and
transferred to the spreader

be the governing principle of the design of the ICT systems themselves (Hanks et al. 2008;
Mankoff et al. 2007). Hanks et al. (2008) point out the importance of sustainability for ICT
design, focusing on SID which is the perspective that sustainability can and should have a
central focus within HCI. The importance of considering sustainability within interaction
design was put forward by Blevis (2007), and the focus in SID has since then centered on
the linkage between environmental sustainability and ICT. However, Hanks et al. (2008)
stress that it should be unavoidable for interaction designers to consider not only the ICT
systems themselves from a perspective of environmental effects, but also the contexts of
use and design for cultural alteration that can affect more sustainable human attitudes and
behaviors.
In this paper the focus is on sustainability through design, and as pointed out by Susi
et al. (2015), a number of different research genres regarding this perspective are labelled
by DiSalvo et al. (2010). Firstly, they mention persuasive technologies, whose purpose is
to influence the users to act in a more sustainable way, and such ICT systems are now in
use in diverse domains, e.g., energy consumption, transportation habits healthcare, as well
as education and training. Secondly, ambient awareness systems are based on so-called
calm computing and ambient screen displays, with the purpose to increase the user’s
awareness of his or her current (un) sustainable behaviour. This can be brought about by
making certain behaviour visible and a particular activity pattern promoting sustainability
rewarding. Thirdly, SID focuses on fundamental reconsideration of ICT system design
methodologies in HCI to tackle sustainability issues (e.g., DiSalvo et al. 2010; Issa and
Isaias 2015). Within this genre, a turn to practice has evolved (Wakkary et al. 2013), which
also is an emerging trend in HCI lately (Rogers 2012). Fourthly, the genre of formative
user studies concerns an effort to understand users’ ways of conceiving sustainability in
their everyday life, and practices, as a means to creating new ICT design solutions
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(DiSalvo et al. 2010; Håkansson and Sengers 2013). Fifthly, pervasive and participatory
sensing is concerned with the use of sensors that monitor and report the conditions in focus,
with the intention of changing the conditions (DiSalvo et al. 2010).
In order to reduce the ‘‘problem of implementation’’ as well as the inter-related ‘‘gap of
relevance’’ addressed in this paper, it has been argued by several authors that the design
methodology of AgriDSSs needs to be user-centred, where the intended end-users actively
participate throughout the whole design process. It should be pointed out that humans
undergo activities that are contextual and it is the varieties in people’s context that make
the design of ICT systems challenging.

HCI and UCD methodology
The field of HCI is commonly characterized as; ‘‘…a discipline concerned with the design,
evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and with
the study of major phenomena surrounding them’’ (The ACM SIGCHI group 1992).
Generally speaking, HCI, as an interdisciplinary field, focuses on the various ways in
which humans interact with ICT, and many textbooks have successfully highlighted the
central principles in the analysis, design, development for achieving usability of these
human-technology interactions (e.g., Benyon 2014; Dix et al. 2004; Hartson and Pyla
2012; Issa and Isaias 2015; Preece et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 2011). The interdisciplinary of
HCI consists of a range of disciplines; including computer science, cognitive science,
graphical design, industrial design, human factors, sociology and anthropology, resulting in
a mix of science, engineering, and design aspects. It should be pointed out that designing
usable ICT systems is not always straightforward, as the many poorly designed ICT
systems show. One of the challenges of HCI design is to keep alongside of technological
developments and to ensure that these are adapted for best possible human benefit.
However, software developers often have poor understanding of HCI issues, and therefore
it is of major importance that HCI specialists explicitly address their knowledge of how to
think in terms of future users’ needs, values and supportable tasks and how to translate that
knowledge into a functional and usable ICT system, which fits well for the needs and
capabilities of the people for whom they are intended (e.g., Hartson and Pyla 2012; Issa
and Isaias 2015; Preece et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 2011).
To achieve the goals of HCI, a number of design methodologies can be utilized, which
generally have the following characterizations in common: (1) user involvement
throughout the whole design process, (2) integration of different kinds of disciplines and
expertise, (3) conducting effective formative and summative usability evaluations, and (4)
managing an iterative system design process (e.g., Benyon 2014; Dix et al. 2004; Hartson
and Pyla 2012; Issa and Isaias 2015; Preece et al. 2002; Rogers 2012; Rogers et al. 2011).
Since the mid 1980s, several methodologies have become an important issue in the
design of ICT systems, in order to achieve good usability. The concept of usability has
been fairly defined in ISO 9241-11 (ISO 9241-11 1998), which describes an engineering
approach where usability is specified in terms of measurable usability attributes and
characterized as ‘‘the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of
use’’. However, good usability does not appear by itself, since it has to be systematically
and consciously designed for. In order to integrate usability and to involve HCI professionals in ICT development, the need of design methodologies for usability is put forward
by many scholars and practitioners.
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The interdisciplinary field of HCI research offers a large amount of interesting UCD
methodologies, showing user involvement to be a critical factor in successfully developing
ICT systems in general (Harris and Weistroffer 2009). The result of employing a UCD
methodology when designing and developing an AgriDSS is a more efficient, satisfying
and usable experience for the user, which is likely to increase user acceptance, learnability
and confidence of the system (Hartwick and Barki 2001). Generally speaking, UCD may be
described as a practice, craft, framework, philosophy, discipline, or a methodology for
design by involving users in the design process, and integrating UCD with other ICT
development activities (Andreasson et al. 2015). ISO 9241-210 (ISO 9241-210 2010) is a
standard that provides guidance for the ‘‘human-centered design process for interactive
systems’’. It acknowledges the standard for usability, and defines UCD from a more
general perspective than the various developed UCD methodologies.
Generally, UCD methodologies consist of three major iterative phases, i.e., the analysis
phase, the design phase, and the evaluation phase. Basically, the purpose of the analysis
phase is to understand the need of the intended users as well as the context of use, while the
design phase involves the creation of a conceptual design concept, the interaction pattern,
the ‘‘look and feel’’ of the product, and prototyping to realize different design alternatives.
The evaluation phase focuses on verification and refinement of the design solution (Andreasson et al. 2015). According to Andreasson et al. (2015), some common UCD
methodologies are user-centered systems design (UCSD) (Gulliksen et al. 2003; Göransson
et al. 2003), usability engineering (UE) (Faulkner 2000; Mayhew 1999), goal-directed
design (GDD) (Cooper et al. 2007), and participatory design (PD) (Bjerknes et al. 1987).
Briefly stated, UCSD is a method that focuses on usability through the entire ICT system
life cycle. Gulliksen et al. (2003) addressed a lack of a shared definition for the approach
and identified 12 key principles of UCSD. The principles are based on both theory and
experience from software development projects and revolve around users and the understanding of their needs. The key principles emphasize a clear user focus with user
involvement, iterative and incremental system development with early and continuous
prototyping, and evaluations performed in the context of use. User-centered systems design
consists of three major phases; requirements analysis, evolutionary systems development
(which is both iterative and incremental), and implementation. Gulliksen et al. (2003)
stress the importance of a well thought-out transition process where the introduction must
be planned, where user education and training is performed as well as the need for necessary support and instruction manuals (for further details, see Gulliksen et al. 2003;
Göransson et al. 2003).
Usability Engineering was first introduced by usability professionals, which used the
term to refer to concepts and techniques for planning, achieving, and verifying objectives
for system usability (Faulkner 2000; Mayhew 1999). The key idea of UE is to define
measurable usability goals early in the ICT system design process and, with repeated
assessment, ensure that they are achieved (Rosson and Carroll 2002). The method of UE is
defined in the usability engineering lifecycle, which consists of three phases that describe a
set of tasks and the order they should be applied in during an ICT development lifecycle
(Mayhew 1999). The lifecycle is highly structured and contains several different tasks and
techniques for the developers to perform in each of the lifecycle’s three phases (for further
details, see Mayhew 1999).
The GDD method is usually qualitative and anthropological, where ethnographic
underpinnings to the process are noticeable. Cooper et al. (2007) describe that the initial
phases focus on providing data about (actual or potential) end-users of the intended ICT
system and to identify behavior patterns, which provides an understanding of the end-
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users’ tasks, goals, and motivations. In the design phases, the designers first create the
overall concept of the ICT system, its general design solution and interaction flow, before
an increased focus on details and implementation occurs. Finally, the authors emphasize
the importance of a supportive work environment in which the designers and the developers cooperate and support each other when making tradeoffs or adjusting the final ICT
design solution (for further details, see Cooper et al. 2007).
Finally, a more radical UCD approach is the ‘‘Scandinavian model’’ of PD emerging
within the system development field among a group of Scandinavian researchers who
focused on the democratization of working life (Bjerknes et al. 1987). Participatory design
as a design approach is characterized as attempting to actively engage all users and
stakeholders (they all are seen as equal partners) in the ICT design process in order to
achieve that the product designed fulfils their needs and is useful. Participatory design
stresses the importance of processes and procedures of design and is more responsive to
their stakeholders’ and users’ cultural, emotional, and way of working practices and
learning (Bjerknes et al. 1987).
In sum, UCD and PD methods have the vision of insuring high usability, i.e., adapting
the system to the ‘end-users’ and ‘stakeholders’ needs and goals which increase the possibility of satisfied users and AgriDSS success significantly. The final AgriDSS is not an
end in itself; rather the system is a means towards the end of providing good usability, and
for supporting the actual tasks for the intended users. Applying these UCD methods to the
design of sustainable ICT systems, the question is how a digital artifact in form of an ICT
system can be designed such that users will prefer sustainable behaviors to unsustainable
ones.

Sustainable HCI
Sustainability is a complex issue and it presents challenges but also opportunities for ICT
interventions, and it has been argued that the HCI community ‘‘embodies knowledge and
expertise that will be crucial to addressing the design, interaction, and usage issues surrounding sustainable technologies and practice’’ (Huang et al. 2009). Thus, ICT-related
research fields, have the potential to contribute to our common future by directing substantial research efforts towards sustainable development (Susi et al. 2015). As pointed out
by Pierce et al. (2013) environmental sustainability has established itself as a mainstream
concern for HCI since Blevis (2007) seminal paper in 2007. Since then, HCI researchers
have begun to recognize that the complexity and apparent uncontrollability of working
towards sustainability offers serious challenges to the current and traditional HCI
approaches to solve problems. Contrary, Pierce et al. (2013) stress that this should not be
faced as a problem at a first glance. Instead, it could be considered as an opportunity to
understand the limits of HCI as currently constituted and as a way forward to further
development and possibilities for the field of HCI.
The majority of work in sustainable HCI has so far focused on how to change individuals’ attitude and behaviors to become less resource-intensive and be more aware of
environmental and sustainability issues. This way of research has drawn mainly on theories
and concepts from social psychology and behavioral economics (Pierce et al. 2013).
According to Pierce et al. (2013) one recently identified methodological limitation is the
overwhelming dependence in HCI research on individuals as the unit of analysis for
design, development and evaluation. Instead, as they point out, recent work within sustainable HCI offers an alternative approach to sustainable HCI by shifting the unit of
analysis from individual action to everyday practice. They highlight that this shift of focus
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and scope, to consider organizations and reorganizations of shared activities and routines
rather than individual behaviours and general social values and norms, results in looking
beyond isolated interactions between humans and computers and instead view them as
necessary ingredients of practice rather than simply something that humans interact with
(Pierce et al. 2013). Taking practice as the unit of analysis, it offers HCI researchers new
ways to investigate the dynamics of (un)sustainability, generating understandings of the
interactions between humans and other material artefacts that more fully capture the
complexity of everyday practices as they are enacted and change over time (Pierce et al.
2013). As pointed out by Watson’s commentary of the special issue on practice-oriented
approaches to sustainable HCI (in DiSalvo et al. 2013), to consider different aspects of the
potential relationship between practice theories and the role of design and HCI in creating
future changes in everyday life can contribute to a socio-technical change towards better
and greater sustainability.
The issue of sustainability has recently been incorporated into the new participative
methodology for sustainable design (NPMSD) developed by Issa and Isaias (2015). They
intend that the NPMSD should support designers when developing new ICT systems to
paying more attention on sustainability in general, addressing both sustainability in design
as well as sustainability through design, without explicitly referring to Hanks et al. (2008)
and Mankoff et al. (2007). Briefly stated, NPMSD is an ambitious method and is divided
into ten stages namely: usability evaluation; functionality testing, planning, analysis,
design, maintenance, user participation, iteration, and content management systems. The
design stage, for example, addresses six identified factors regarding sustainability, which
are the following: design (e.g., easy to add new software and to recycle), safety (e.g.,
reducing carbon footprint, consumption and waste of resources), manufacture and energy
(e.g., use less energy and raw materials), recycling (e.g., using recycled and renewable
materials), efficiency (e.g., having long life), and social needs (e.g., having clean emissions
and good ethical principles). The importance for HCI specialists to understand the impacts
of their actions on the earth, particularly the ICT use, are stressed in NPMSD. Issa and
Isaias (2015) aim to safeguard our planet by raising HCI specialists’ awareness regarding
their moral responsibility to create sustainable design for a sustainable future.

Reducing the ‘‘problem of implementation’’
Some recent successful examples of active user-involvement in the design process of
AgriDSSs are exemplified in the work by Jakku and Thorburn (2010) as well as Van
Meensel et al. (2012). Jakku and Thorburn (2010) highlight the importance of involving
stakeholders as active participants throughout the whole ICT design process. A central
issue they address is the changed view on the agricultural innovation process, stressing the
importance of viewing agricultural innovations as complex interactive processes of colearning and negotiation, in which social learning practices are fostered. The final report
from the EIP-Agri focus group Precision Farming (2015) emphasizes the creation of
frameworks where farmers, advisors, researchers and the industry cooperate to increase
innovations in PA. In such frameworks, AgriDSS can function as a ‘‘discussion tools’’,
facilitating the dialogue between different key stakeholders within agriculture, such as
farmers, scientists, advisors, and extension officers. Moreover, Van Meensel et al. (2012)
point out that decision-making in pig farming is considered as a typical case of the
simultaneously improvement of productivity and the effort to reduce environmental
pressure, primarily produced by nutrient emissions (Van Meensel et al. 2012). They
identify some success factors in the PD approach of an AgriDSS named Pigs2win. The aim
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of Pigs2win was to develop an AgriDSS that is scientifically sound, usable in practice, and
supported by the pig sector in the actual region. Critical success factors that affected the
Pigs2win project include, flexibility, perceived usefulness, accessibility, credibility,
maintenance and adaptability, and focus on the intended users. Central issues for the
success of the participatory approach during the whole development process are: (1)
selection of appropriate stakeholders and high level of transparency to the stakeholders, (2)
constructive collaboration among stakeholders that resulted in active involvement and a
consensus of common goals for the AgriDSS, and (3) a flexibility in the development
process, respecting the available time and scope, but accepting adaptation during the
process and not following a priori detailed road map (Van Meensel et al. 2012). As a result
of using a participatory process, the stakeholders identified 14 outcomes that the AgriDSS
should be able to handle properly, which then were digitally implemented in 12 features in
Pigs2win. The result is an AgriDSS that allows for identifying farm-specific suboptimal
KPIs (key performance indicators), and assessing aggregate economic and environmental
effects of improving these KPIs. Van Meensel et al. (2012) stressed that the AgriDSS does
not provide any direct advice on what concrete decision to make. This means, the actual
decision is left for the intended user (advisor) to do, but the AgriDSS provides information
on the KPIs that is useful in supporting the activities of pig farming via ICT support.
Summing up, UCD and PD methods in ICT system design stress the importance to
understand the contexts in which the activities take place, getting to know the people
involved, establishing a dialogue of mutual sharing of different perspectives, and working
together to reach common goals. Additionally, Thorburn et al. (2011) emphasize that apart
from increased adoption and acceptance of the developed AgriDSS, PD approaches seem
to enact co-learning as a result of the development process. They stress that learning is a
valuable process in increasing sustainability in agriculture, so that the application of
AgriDSS in a social learning context may make a contribution to the global challenges
faced by agriculture. They point out that the value of participatory development processes
of AgriDSS as a co-learning process is an outcome that traditionally has not been
appreciated enough by AgriDSS developers and one identified issue that is likely to tackle
the challenges faced by agricultural sustainability.

Some beginners’ pitfalls in UCD/PD methods and some suggestions
on how to reduce them
Although there is convincing evidence in the scientific literature concerning the benefits of
applying a PD approach in the development and design process of AgriDSSs, there are still
some challenges that need to be addressed in practice. Ideally, it is recognized (Bjerknes
et al. 1987; Marti and Bannon 2009) that the end-users should be regarded as equal partners
in the development team, and being involved from the very beginning of the design and
development process. Designers and end-users should be of equal importance, learning
from each other in order to create a mutual understanding of the limitations and possibilities of the developing AgriDSS.
The development and design process of the POS network’s AgriDSS for calculation of
VRA files has begun and a high-fidelity prototype was presented during 2015. User participation to this point has been very limited, and the ambition is to introduce user participation in the upcoming iterative development, evaluation and implementation process.
Precision agriculture Sweden intends to apply a UCD/PD approach in order to avoid the
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‘‘problem of implementation’’ as well as the ‘‘gap of relevance’’. However, some doubtful
comments for such an approach have been expressed among the team developing CropSAT, illustrated by the following utterances; ‘‘we can do it ourselves’’, ‘‘it takes a lot of
time’’, and ‘‘we should not believe that the farmers always know’’. The POS development
team has raised the following questions for the future design and development process of
the AgriDSS:
•
•
•
•
•

What information is needed?
When is the information needed?
Who needs it?
Where is it needed?
Why is it needed?

The expressed doubts are relevant from their perspective, and some necessary
methodological support is available in the UCD methodologies (e.g., UCSD, GDD, UE,
PD, and NPMSD) presented in ‘‘Sustainable HCI’’ section. They can serve as starting
points for the continued design process. In so doing, a group of relevant stakeholders
consisting of end-users such as farmers, advisors and some researchers will be recruited,
and they will meet on a regular basis. Furthermore, the initial project members have also
identified the need of a HCI specialist in the role of a user advocate/facilitator who aims to
act as an intermediate link/coach between different participants in order to create a
common ground and reach consensus within the newly established development team.
Although the intention of introducing aspects from a UCD/PD approach is beneficial, for
the technical development team consisting of researchers, there are some identified pitfalls
to consider which are listed below:
• Non-familiarity with addressing usability work and specific work activities and
processes in PD.
• General lack of knowledge concerning UCD methodology, and PD methods in
particular.
• General lack of discussions of the usefulness of usability work during the analysis,
design and evaluation phases as well as lack of practical experience of usability work.
• Lack of a common vocabulary in order to properly discuss usability and related design
issues in the team as a whole.
• Lack of time for informing the new members of the implicit history of previous design
and development decisions, resulting in insufficient transparency.
• Introducing new ways of working that aim to foster knowledge exchange and equal
impact.
• If a facilitator/user advocate will not be recruited as a HCI specialist, who in the present
team has the competence and skills to fulfill this important role?
Although the above list, at first glance, may be discouraging, it serves as an initial step
to reduce the pitfalls, given the fact that they are identified and made explicit. The list
provides a good starting point for the forthcoming work process in the technical development team, and its additional members (i.e., the intended end-users of their AgriDSS).
Some actions that are being considered to reduce the pitfalls are:
• Inviting an external HCI specialist in usability work to introduce UCD/PD to POS
members, aiming to reach acceptance for the UCD/PD approach by an introduction
workshop. With a long experience of the ‘‘problem of implementation’’ of new ICT
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systems, the aim is that POS will begin to use this approach in future development
processes.
Recruiting farmers and advisors as end-users that are considered as early adopters and
‘‘willing and able’’ to participate in this kind of UCD/PD project.
Choosing a user advocate/HCI specialist, with responsibility for mediating between
end-users and technical developers that will lead the UCD/PD work activities. The
central question is who that will be? Should the user advocate be an external consultant
or should somebody from POS be responsible for this role and learn through
apprenticeship during the UCD/PD process?
Planning for the future design and evaluation work will be performed together with all
members in the UCD/PD team, focusing on evaluating the prototype and also
identifying and developing and designing additional, needed functionalities.
Fitting the developed AgriDSS into the existing farming ICT system context, for
example, farmers’ plant production system or governmental system for extension
services.
Establishing a long term connection with a usability expert in order to manage
conflicting collected user data and user opinions as well as functioning as a guide/coach
in the development/learning process.

The intention is that the UCD/PD approaches presented above will initiate the turn of
the tide for POS’s future design and developmental work with PA technology, such as the
exemplified AgriDSSs, in order to reduce the ‘‘problem of implementation’’. This way of
working makes it easier to bridge the gap between theory and practice. The involved
stakeholders in the POS project may reach an increased understanding of the ‘‘problem of
implementation’’ through a social co-learning process. In the progressive development of
the CropSAT technology, the design and development team is in the middle of a social colearning process themselves. Coming from different disciplines, with a broad spectrum of
several kinds of experiences and knowledge, it has been recognized that some common
concepts are used in slightly different ways, and subsequently the need for co-learning and
negotiation is obvious. To conclude, this paper argues that applying a UCD/PD approach
when developing an AgriDSS will lead to innovative and more applicable farm management practices which in the long run should increase sustainability in agriculture despite
the addressed challenges.

Discussion and conclusions
It is argued in this paper that a sustainable intensification of agriculture is closely linked to
our ability to interpret and apply the increasing amount of information generated in the
agricultural system. But for farmers, who are the ones that finally make the decisions, the
perceived relevance of this information as well as the applicability of introduced AgriDSS
might not be as anticipated. This paper has mentioned different reasons for the so-called
‘‘problem of implementation’’, which is one challenge for sustainable intensification. It is
conceptual and contributes by introducing sustainable ICT as a key approach for successful
development of AgriDSS in the agricultural domain in general and in precision agriculture
more specifically. By integrating different research fields the aim is to address some
challenges when working towards sustainable intensification through PA, but also to the
general discussion about emerging socio-technological systems in modern agriculture.
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In the context of agricultural sustainability, the role of learning in changing farming
practices is obvious (Leeuwis 2004). The learning perspective is strengthened when
applying more participatory approaches and focusing on involvement, especially when it
takes place early in the development process. This is valid for most new practices, and it is
not only a technical question of improving the usability and the ease of use. It also
concerns building trust and stronger relations between the actors involved. The ‘‘problem
of implementation’’ is therefore as much a reflection of a learning deficit as it is a question
of not having relevant incentives to induce change.
Historically the discussion on implementation of new technologies and management
concepts in agriculture has belonged to the tradition of knowledge transfer, i.e., there are
predefined senders, intermediaries as well as receivers of knowledge, where knowledge is
thought of as flowing in one predestined direction from science to practice (Leeuwis 2004)
that Black (2000) labelled as the ‘‘technological fix’’. It should be noted however that
despite raised critique of knowledge transfer models, there is still a need for access to
reliable scientific knowledge (Ingram 2014).
In this paper, the assumption of ‘‘technological fixing’’ has been criticized, and instead a
more sustainable trajectory that demands a changed perspective on different stakeholders’
roles and importance for the development of new knowledge and practices has been
proposed. This is in line with Hoffmann et al. (2007), who advocate that farmers could be
regarded as experts in their own domain, and as such they cannot easily be replaced by
other persons. This stance is properly aligned with the view of end-users in HCI, where
users are considered as experts of their work practices, and one of the major challenges in
developing useful ICT systems is to grasp their tacit knowledge ‘‘in the wild’’ (e.g., Rogers
2012). Nowadays it is obvious for many researchers that farmers’ own knowledge,
grounded in experience of their complex life situations or ‘‘life-world’’, must be carefully
considered in the development process of agricultural innovations (e.g., Eastwood et al.
2012; Lindblom and Lundström 2014; Lindblom et al. 2013; Marra et al. 2003). This shift
in perspective of the ‘‘problem of implementation’’, from persuasion of farmers to cocreation of knowledge, technology and meaning, develops agriculture in a desirable trajectory. It is the individual farmers that make a decision to implement or refrain to use an
innovation as long as they are not forced by legislation or motivated/economically
dependent due to subsidies. Farmers’ decision making processes are complex situational
practices that need to be acknowledged within its social-technical context, using an
alternative to the historical, normative model framework (e.g., Rogers 1995).
This paper wants to stress that the call for more participatory approaches does not mean
that one should be naı̈ve when it comes to the challenges facing how to organize and
facilitate participatory processes, neither the question whose knowledge counts in these
design processes that Black (2000) labelled as the ‘‘participation fix’’. There is still a need
to provide for active participation by farmers in agricultural research and development
processes. Consequently, Ingram’s (2014) view that the territory in-between the two ends
of the spectrum of the top-down knowledge transfer, i.e., the ‘‘technological fix’’ based on
scientific knowledge and the bottom-up participatory approaches, i.e., the ‘‘participatory
fix’’, drawing on farmers’ own practices and local knowledge, is of most interest.
There are no predefined answers to these questions concerning how to handle the
territory in-between; instead it is by learning-by-doing that desirable and feasible methods
will emerge. Nevertheless, inviting stakeholders with different perspectives and competences is important for a socially robust end result, as well as a capacity to manage conflicts
that can arise in the negotiation between these different views. This also implies that all
actors involved have something to learn from each other. The main purpose for
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development of new AgriDSSs in PA is to change current practices to a more sustainable
farming. Therefore, in an agricultural context of uncertainty and unpredictability continuous learning processes for everybody involved are required that incorporate new information, knowledge and experience. Accordingly, farmers and other relevant stakeholders
and institutions have to change established frames of mind and ways of acting. This
approach is qualitatively different from minor adjustments in certain conventional farming
behaviours, since it rather enables an adaption of transformal farming practices based on
alternative norms and values cultivating a sustainable agriculture.
Indeed, this is a truly transdisciplinary and social learning approach to the development
of the next generation AgriDSS, which does not work by itself, but there is not any proper
alternative to reach the ambitious goals. We are living in the middle of an exciting time,
where sustainable farming systems are dependent on the quality of ICT, and where ICT
must integrate a sustainability perspective. If so the two domains will reinforce each other
in the development of sustainable farming practices. On the one hand, Aubert et al. (2012),
for example, argue the agricultural sector has received far less attention in order to improve
decision making and ICT research, although its importance, compared to the manufacturing and financial sectors that have received much more interest, which is somewhat
surprising given its critical role in securing food supply globally, environmental issues and
the strong potential contribution of ICT in agriculture. On the other hand, Rogers (2012),
for example, highlights that many HCI researchers are very motivated by addressing
societal goals, but there is the tension of trying to help a community through ‘‘developing’’
and implementing appropriate ICT as opposed to trying to make contributions to the HCI
field to get published. Rogers (2012) provides a striking example where a team of HCI
researchers can spend long periods of time to set up a new ICT infrastructure that locally
supports a more efficient water supply only for it not to be considered methodologically
rigorous enough to deserve publication in the CHI community.
Indeed, the HCI community is beginning to learn to be more open and transdisciplinary,
which in the future ultimately will demonstrate how to develop user experiences and
human augmentation that covers a range of human values that can make an impact on
society, at many levels. As presented in this paper, ICT can contribute significantly to longterm sustainable development. Thus, several competences and scientific disciplines need to
act in concert to help develop a sustainable development of agriculture.
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